issue attracted 40 submissions, all of which were reviewed to the high standards of the journal. The review process resulted in the selection of five excellent articles representing a cross-section of the state-of-the-art in understanding and leveraging the relationship between interaction-based and state-based modeling.
THE PAPERS
The papers that make up this section illustrate the breadth of the area in domains, formalisms, and techniques. The papers focus mainly on synthesis and verification. However, novel modeling approaches bringing together interaction and state-based behavior are also covered. The papers address a variety of application domains, from business processes and Web services to reactive and realtime systems, and include a variety of formalisms, from Message Sequence Charts, UML Sequence Diagrams, and Live Sequence Charts to agent strategies, -Calculus, and Timed Automata.
The first paper, "From Live Sequence Charts to State Machine and Back: A Guided Tour" by Y. Bontemps, P. Heymans, and P.Y. Schobbens addresses the theoretical and practical limitations, as well as the challenges, of the scenario-development approach. The paper focuses on complexity and decidability of verification and synthesis within the context of Live Sequence Charts.
In "Interaction Protocols as Design Abstractions for Business Processes," N. Desai, A.U. Mallya, A.K. Chopra, and M.P. Singh present a novel modeling approach for business processes that brings together interaction-based and state-based modeling. Interaction models are extended to capture exchange of commitments, which provides the context for a notion of completeness of an interaction. Flexible composition mechanisms are given for combining MSCs with diverse role, data, and commitment dependencies. Finally, interactions are refined with local policies to produce concrete, executable protocols.
In the third paper, "A Scenario-Matching Approach to the Description and Model Checking of Real-Time Properties," V. Braberman, N. Kicillof, and A. Olivero address the specification and checking of real-time properties. A novel graphical scenario language is presented which permits the description of complex properties not expressible with sequence chart-like notations. In addition, results on decidability of verification are provided.
In "Synchronizability of Conversations among Web Services," X. Fu, T. Bultan, and J. Su study the interplay between global interaction modeling and local behavior modeling in the web services domain. The authors show how top-down and bottom-up development of Web-services requires careful understanding of issues such as reliability and show that the notion of synchronizability can enable tractable analyses to support such development. The authors also provide insights into the relation between conversation protocols and message sequence charts for which issues such as realizability have been studied extensively.
Finally, the fifth paper, "Generating Annotated Behavior Models from End-User Scenarios" by C. Damas, B. Lambeau, P. Dupont, and A. van Lamsweerde, builds on and extends work on grammar induction to provide an iterative method for synthesizing state-based models from message sequence charts. The algorithm exploits the notion of language kernel to guarantee convergence to an approximation of the intended system behavior and uses some heuristics to reduce the number of questions that the modelers must answer in order for the process to converge.
The guest editors would like to thank all authors who have submitted papers and, in particular, the reviewers for this special issue for their hard work and the high quality of the reviews.
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